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This thesis developed a linear shaped charge (LSC) separation mechanism capable of
severing the interstage skin for first stage separation of the Ares I launch vehicle. The derived
LSC design solution was found using available data on Explosive Technology’s Jetcord LSC and
from National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) Marshall Space Flight Center’s
(MSFC) desired characteristics. Mechanism components are designed after Minuteman III’s
separation mechanism for first stage separation and NASA MSFC’s desired characteristics.
Mechanism severance is verified through the use of the numerical method capability smoothed
particle hydrodynamics that the hydrocode Autodyn offers. Three simulations are conducted to
determine feasibility: the first of only the LSC exploding, to numerically validate the explosion
process; the second of the LSC penetrating the target, to numerically validate the penetration
process and failure mechanisms; and the last of the entire mechanism, to obtain information about
the explosion, penetration, failure, and debris generated.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

Ever since the Gemini space program in 1960’s, explosive mechanisms have been used
extensively in the aerospace industry, ranging from the Apollo space program to the Peacekeeper
missile program and to the Space Transportation System (STS).1,2 These explosive mechanisms
are responsible for stage and fairing separation of rockets, flight termination, and crew and
parachute egress. One of the most widely used explosive mechanisms for stage and fairing
separation of rockets and missiles are linear shaped charges (LSCs).3
LSCs are explosively loaded metallic tubes that are rolled into a chevron shape. As the
explosive is detonated, the concave side of the charge collapses to form a high velocity cutting
jet, which in turn penetrates and severs targets made from a variety of materials. The separation
event that occurs needs to be quick and clean, and is thus critical for a successful flight. By using
LSCs for stage and fairing separation over other explosive mechanisms such as separation nuts
and frangible bolts, multiple single point failures, high power demands for multiple electrical
initiators are eliminated, and the need for locally reinforced structure is eliminated.3 However,
more debris is generated and shock generation is greater for a LSC separation mechanism. Shock
generation is an important factor on the first stage because first stage avionics are in close
proximity. As for debris generation, parachutes and parachute attachments are in close proximity
as well. Separation nuts and frangible bolts contain the generated shocks and debris more because
of their type of configuration.4
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One of the possible future applications of LSC separation mechanisms will be on the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration’s (NASA) new Ares I manned launch
vehicle.Just like the STS, the solid rocket motor first stage is intended to be recovered for reuse.
On the current Solid Rocket Boosters of the STS, there is one LSC separation mechanism located
just below a thin aerodynamic fairing that houses the recovery parachute. However, in the Ares I
configuration, there will be significant load carrying structure between the separation plane and
both the 65 foot diameter drogue and cluster of three 150 feet diameter main parachutes; thus two
separation systems are required on the first stage so that it can be recovered. The first separation
occurs at the base of the Frustum, which can be seen in Figure 1. This separation severs the first
to second interstage and exposes a protective heat shield that is then jettisoned so that an 11.5 foot
diameter pilot parachute can be deployed. Once deployed, the 65 foot diameter drogue parachute
is automatically released and helps maneuver the booster into a vertical position and decrease
descent velocity. After the booster is slowed by the drogue parachute, the second separation
occurs at the Forward Skirt Extension, which severs the Forward Skirt Extension from the first
stage. This severance releases the cluster of main parachutes so that the booster can be slowed
even more before splashdown in the ocean.4

Figure 1
Detailed First Stage of Ares I4
2

The goal of this thesis is to design an LSC separation mechanism for the Frustum and
Forward Skirt Extension of the Ares I launch vehicle using the hydrocode Autodyn. The design
will focus on the feasibility of the mechanism and will not consider the effects of the vehicle
bending loads, shock generation, and debris mitigation. The mechanism will be similar to the one
that is utilized on the Minuteman III stage I –II interstage separation.2 This mechanism will
follow the “Super-Zip” technique, where the LSC separation mechanism is built into the interface
structure of the separation plane, and when the LSC is detonated, there is a circumferential cut
through the interstage skin.5 The LSC will be designed using data on the Jetcord LSC by the
company formerly known as Explosive Technology (ET) that is now part of Goodrich
Corporation. Required design information will be obtained from NASA’s Marshall Space Flight
Center (MSFC).
For this thesis the objectives are four fold. First, the LSC separation mechanism will be
designed using the CAD software Solidworks. Second, a 2D numerical simulation will be
conducted of the LSC detonating. Using the hydrocode Autodyn, this will be done to verify that
the explosion process correlates to previous numerical simulations of LSCs. Third, a 2D
numerical simulation will be conducted of the LSC penetrating and perforating the target to verify
correlations between the process and failure mechanisms. Lastly, the results from the two
previous validation simulations are further expanded to include all LSC separation mechanism
components such as the LSC, target, and two holders. From this 2D simulation, information will
be gathered on the penetration, failure, and debris generated.
In Chapter 2, the LSC explosion process, which includes the Munroe Effect, Birkhoff et
al. Theory, and PER Theory, and the penetration and perforating process will be explained.
Chapter 3 will discuss the design information obtained from MSFC as well as the design of the
LSC separation mechanism. Chapter 4 will present the modeling methodology. Included in this
methodology will be a description of the hydrocode Autodyn, the smoothed particle
3

hydrodynamics (SPH) meshing technique, set-up procedure for a simulation, and material
models. Chapter 5 will include two validation simulation study results of the LSC explosion and
penetrating and perforating process and the LSC separation mechanism simulation results. In the
final chapter, a summary and conclusions obtained from the simulations will be presented. Also,
future research possibilities on the LSC separation mechanism will be discussed.
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CHAPTER II
LSC EXPLOSION AND PENETRATION PROCESS

An LSC is an explosively loaded metal tube with chevron geometry, having a lined
cavity. Figure 2 shows the primary parts and features of an LSC that will be discussed throughout
this thesis. The primary parts are the explosive and the sheath, which includes the liner; the
features are the chevron apex and cavity. The liner is a section of the sheath that lies directly
above the cavity. Linear shaped charges are forms of hollow shaped charges, that can either be
lined with a material or not. As shaped charges were being developed in the late 1800’s, it was
noted that a lined cavity with some optimum standoff distance produced the greatest penetration.
Standoff is the distance between the base of the LSC and the target. Penetration, for LSCs, is
defined as the depth of the cutting jet.1 Figure 3 depicts these findings, where a) is an unlined
cavity, with no standoff; b) is a lined cavity with no standoff, and c) is a lined cavity with some
standoff.6 In order to achieve maximum penetration, the cross-section of the LSC needs to be 2-D
axisymmetric at the apex, lined, and at some optimum standoff distance away from the target that
is to be penetrated.7

Sheath
Explosive
Chevron
Apex
Liner
Cavity
Figure 2
LSC Features and Parts8
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a) Unlined and No Standoff

b) Lined and No Standoff

c) Lined and Standoff

Figure 3
Cavity and Lined Effects of Shaped Charges6

Munroe Effect and Jet Formation
One of the earliest discoverers of shaped charges, was the U.S. chemist Charles E.
Munroe.8 In 1888, he noted the capabilities of an unlined cavity in an explosive block in contact
with steel plates. Later on in 1894, he found that if the cavity was lined, greater penetration would
occur.7 The explosive phenomenon of lined shaped charges that occurs later on became known as
the Munroe Effect and is illustrated in Figure 4.

Start

End
Figure 4
Collapsing of a Shaped Charge6
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The Munroe Effect is generally described as the interaction of the explosive and liner
material flowing out at high velocity from the shaped charge during the explosive process.1 As
the explosive detonates, formed shock waves caused by the detonation pressure collapses the liner
on either side of the apex. For the LSC Jetcord specifically, generated shock waves move outward
radially and longitudinally; they conform generally to the chevron cross section geometry of the
Jetcord. This collapsing in turn creates a jet of high velocity material composed of the products of
the explosive decomposition and the metal fragments from the sheathing material, which is
directed vertically downward towards the target to be severed.1 The jet begins to form forward,
ahead of the converging liner, while the slug forms behind. The slug is a large compact portion of
the liner. During the collapsing of the liner, the partitioning of the liner into jet and slug is
dependent upon the collapse angle, which is a factor of the apex half angle .9
As the explosion continues, the pressures exerted on the liner causes it to fracture from
the sheath, and appear to have wings, which can be seen in Figure 5, that are now converging
faster to the centerline at the apex to form the majority of the slug. Throughout the jet, there exist
velocity gradients that elongate the jet and when the elongation reaches a critical point, the jet
fractures. Several fractures can occur in the jet, with the tip of the jet having the highest velocity,
decreasing all the way to the slug .9

Slug
Centerline

Wings
Jet
Figure 5
Collapsed Liner Parts 7
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Jet formation and effectiveness is very dependent upon the standoff distance between the
LSC base and target. Munroe proved that there is some optimum standoff distance.7 Any distance
greater or less than the optimum decreases the penetration depth. If the distance is less than the
optimum, the jet has not been able to fully form and elongate to its maximum length. If the
distance is greater than the optimum, the jet will fracture, particulate, and deviate from the
vertical at the apex. The larger the deviation, the greater the dispersion of the jet force on a larger
target area.

Birkhoff et al. and PER Theories
Throughout the years, many theories have been developed to describe the jet formation
and cutting potential of shaped charges. These theories claimed the penetrating jet was due to
either the focusing of the detonation gases, interaction shock wave formations, the spallation of
liner material, or some combination of the mentioned effects. Birkhoff et al. and PER
Theories are two of the original theories that will be discussed briefly. The quantitative
calculations that these theories derived and are based on are not the focus of this paper.
In 1943, Birkhoff et al. put forth a preliminary theory to describe the physics of a jet
formation.10 The theory stated that upon initiation, a detonation wave starts propagating through
the explosive at the detonation velocity of the explosive. Once the wave reaches the liner, intense
pressures on the liner causes it to begin to collapse along its axis of symmetry. The extruded liner
becomes the impacting jet and its yield strength is exceeded by the intense pressures, thus
allowing the jet to be treated as an inviscid incompressible fluid.11 The Birkhoff et al. model
contains geometric relations for jet, slug, and liner formation. This steady-state model has good
quantitative agreement with flash radiograph experiments.7 However, jet velocities are over
predicted and do not account for jet elongation and the corresponding velocity gradient.
Birkhoff et al.’s theory was later modified by Pugh et. al. in 1952 to the PER Theory.12
The PER Theory is a nonsteady-state form of Birkhoff’s Theory that accounts for velocity
8

variation in the jet in terms of the original position of the liner element. PER Theory also assumes
the simple geometry relations between the jet, slug, and liner along the centerline at the apex.
Experimental evidence has also shown agreement with the PER Theory. One discrepancy that
was noted during several validation tests of the PER Theory was that the liner’s acceleration to
the centerline was not instantaneous. This discrepancy changed the experimentally found liner
collapsing rate. The PER model has been used extensively and many extensions have been made
to the model.7

Penetration Process of Jet on Target
Typically for an LSC Jetcord, if it is detonated on a metal target, the jet induces large
deformation plasticity and fractures in the target. Penetration in the target depends on the size and
type of Jetcord, type and thickness of metal, heat treatment, standoff, and other factors. The
cutting action of a jet is aided by the rapidly expanding shock waves, and, therefore, allows
Jetcords to consistently sever a metal plate thicker than it can penetrate. These shock waves also
help to physically dislocate and fracture the plate .1
The impact process can be classified into four regimes: transient stage, steady-state
penetration stage, cavitation stage, and recovery stage.13 These stages can be seen in Figure 6
with respect to time and pressure. Figure 7 shows some of the physical actions seen during the
penetration process. In Figure 7, the pressure level and time duration are dependent upon specific
jet and target properties, and, thus, the pressure and time scale can be exaggerated. Frame 1 in
Figure 7 corresponds to the transient phase, Frame 2 corresponds to the steady-state penetration
phase, and Frame 3 corresponds to the cavitation stage. The recovery stage for an LSC impact is
usually represented by target failure.

9

Figure 6
Stages of Penetration

Figure 7
Physical Actions During Penetration7

The first stage (Figure 7, Frame 1) that occurs is the transient phase, which happens
immediately after jet and target make contact; a short duration pressure spike is generated at the
contact point representative of a 1-D stress state since relief waves from free surfaces and
material interfaces have not had to time to act. This spike is from the sudden compression of jet
and target material and a shock wave is generated that propagates through each material, and,
therefore decelerating the jet. As these shock waves reach the end of the slug and target surfaces,
they are reflected back as a rarefaction wave that adiabatically releases the previously compressed
material to lower pressures. The pressure spike is enough to expel some jet and target material
laterally, parallel to the target surface. Erosion of both the jet and target occurs, while an impact
10

flash of molten material appears. The material response of the jet and target is governed by the
density and compressibility of the local material.
The second phase (Figure 7, Frame 2) that occurs is the steady-state penetration. At this
point, the jet dissipates its kinetic energy in a fluid-like process, creating a cavity in the target and
losing more material along the way by erosion. Shock waves still are propagating through the jet
and target, which are initiated from the contact point. As the shock waves propagate, release
waves from the jet boundaries increase the lateral flow of both jet and target materials. Since the
length (L) over diameter (D) of an LSC jet is large, this stage is very significant and results in a
deep cavity. The initial shock pulse is constantly being weakened by rarefaction waves, to the
point that it decreases the shock velocity until it becomes a standing shock. Like the first stage,
densities and compressibilities of jet and target, as well as the velocity and geometric
configuration of the jet, determine the material responses, which include intensity and duration of
pressure pulse produced. Usually the jet extrudes enough material to have a mushroom
configuration at the tip and a spherical bulge starts forming on the back face of the target.
The third phase (Figure 7, Frame 3) of the impact process is the cavitation stage, which is
where the projectile has been almost totally eroded and the cavity continues to expand as a result
of the trapped kinetic energy in the target material. Cavitation continues until the pressure behind
the shock wave becomes too small to overcome the yield strength of the target, and, thus,
cavitation is retarded by any strength that the target material may retain, plus resistance to shear.
The shock wave has now been weakened and continues to travel in the target until the trapped
energy has dissipated. However, for LSC jets, the shear stresses in the target can cause a plug to
start being sheared off from the bulged area of the target’s back face.
Lastly, there is the recovery stage, where several possible reactions can occur from the
target once the stress waves have been weakened to a level that no longer causes flow or gross
plastic deformation of the target. For a target that has been penetrated by a jet, there can be
11

elastic/anelastic recovery of the cavity. For this thesis, perforation of the target is preferred, which
is a penetration case in which the jet and slug pass completely through the target. The types of
target failure mechanisms that can occur will be discussed in more detail in the next section. This
emergence is accompanied by a resulting exit flash because of the material in the shear zone is
heated to its melting point. Separation of residual jet and target material can occur due to relief of
the elastic stresses.7

Target Failure Mechanisms
Generally, target failure can involve anything from material severance or disintegration to
changes in the stiffness or flow properties of the target material. The failure mechanism of a
target that is subjected to an LSC jet is comparable to that of blunt penetrators. Blunt penetrators
constrain the target material to move ahead of the penetrator.
Since the target material, Al 2219-T87, is ductile, a plug can either be ejected by
adiabatic shearing or fracturing.13 Plugging can be seen in Figure 8. Adiabatic shearing produces
shear bands, as seen in Figure 9, asymmetrical about the plug. The presented shear bands in
Figure 9 show the material distortion associated with shearing. Plastic deformation results in the
plastic work being converted into heat, but when the deformation occurs so rapidly that heat
cannot be conducted away, the flow stress decreases while temperatures increase. So, under high
compressive or shear deformation rates, shear bands occur as the primary damage mechanism.
The resulting ejected material has the geometry of a truncated conical sector or conical plug.
Fracturing of the plug is the alternative to adiabatic shearing. Even though fracturing
occurs, there is a thin shear zone ahead of the plug. This mode usually results with the radius of
the plug being essentially equal to or less than that of the jet and slug. Plugging in general
increases as target hardness increases because it becomes more difficult for the target material to
be pushed radially outward.

12

Figure 8
Failure Mechanisms10

Figure 9
Shear Bands7
Also seen at failure is petalling on the frontal face and possibly back face of the target.
This occurs as the compressive waves propagates outward and large circumferential stresses
occur through the thickness of the target. Fragmentation can also occur due to the large amounts
of energy that is deposited in a short amount of time that results in high local stresses. For an LSC
jet this usually results in the plug breaking into several fragments. Ductile hole enlargement can
occur to as the tip of the jet concentrates high pressures along the axis of the cavity. The cavity is
enlarged radially as the jet and plug pass through the target. Petalling, fragmentation, and ductile
hole enlargement can be seen in Figure 8.
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CHAPTER III
LINEAR SHAPED CHARGE SEPARATION MECHANISM DESIGN

Design Information
Initial design information was derived from discussions with NASA MSFC regarding the
LSC separation mechanism design for the Frustum and Forward Skirt Extension of the Ares I.
The general LSC design is modeled after ET’s LSC Jetcord that has an explosive core column
encased in a continuous metallic sheath. Jetcord’s cross-section is designed so that the Munroe
Effect is most effective.1 LSC applications call for different sheathing and explosive materials.
For this application, a copper sheath and an explosive core of HMX, in chemical terms
cyclotetramethylenetetranitramine or High Molecular Weight Explosive, were designated by
MSFC. Copper sheaths produce the maximum amount of penetration for a given amount of
explosive.1 This is a result of copper having a good combonation of material properties that make
the jets most effective, high density, high ductility, high strength and a high enough melting
temperature to prevent melting due to adiabatic heating.14 HMX was found as a byproduct of the
process to make the explosive RDX, cyclotrimethylenetrinitramine. Each of the explosives have
the same elemental composition, but HMX has a higher molecular weight and melting point, and
thus from a detonation performance point of view, HMX exceeds RDX.15
Each LSC has an associated coreload in terms of grains per foot, which is the weight of
the explosive per length of the 2D cross-section. One gr/ft is equivalent to 1.43*10-4 lb/ft. The
designated coreload value, for this particular design, is 70 gr/ft. This particular coreload was
chosen because of its ability to sever the required target center thickness of 0.25 in. Al-2219-T87
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according to Jetcord performance data.1 Along with the target center thickness, the maximum
thickness of the target away from the center is 0.32 in. In order to keep the LSC at a desired
stand-off distance that optimizes the LSC performance, a holder is required. Rubber is designated
to be the holder material. The rubber holder will also have an Al 2219 holder in a question mark
configuration that attaches to the target at the far right of the system. System components and
identifications can be seen in Figure 10. From the specified coreload of 70 gr/ft, the LSC design
can proceed, and from a MSFC system schematic, estimated dimensions for the target and two
holders are used to finish the mechanism design.

Figure 10
Linear Shaped Charge System Components
15

LSC Design
Jetcord LSCs are listed at various explosive coreloads and these coreloads in turn provide
the overall 2D cross-sectional base and height dimensions of the LSC and the weight of the
sheath material per length of the 2D cross-section. From a specified coreload of a given sheath
material and corresponding base and height dimensions and weight per length of sheath material,
a LSC design can be derived. ET lists information for copper sheathed Jetcords starting at a 100
gr/ft explosive coreload. Therefore, for the 70 gr/ft specified coreload, data can be found through
the use of trendline extrapolation. Each found trendline equation will have an associated R2
statistic that measures how well the data fit the curve, with 0 being no fit and 1 being a perfect fit.
Using coreloads and corresponding overall base and height dimensions listed for a copper
sheathed Jetcord, Figure 11 was created from Jetcord data in Table A-1. The fitted equations for
the base, B, and height, H, of copper sheathed LSCs, in inches, are functions of the explosive
coreload, x. Using the specified explosive coreload of 70 gr/ft in the fitted equations, the
extrapolated overall base and height of the LSC is 0.235 in. and 0.201 in. respectively. The
extrapolated values are on the same scale as the values of a 100 gr/ft explosive coreload. This
comparison was done to verify the fitted equations’ accuracy.

Figure 11
Copper-Sheathed LSC Dimensions versus Explosive Coreload
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Using coreloads and corresponding weight of copper sheath per length listed for a copper
Jetcord, Figure 12 was also created from Jetcord data in Table A-1. An emperical equation for the
weight of the copper sheath per length, W, as a function of the explosive coreload was developed,
as seen in Figure 12. Using the specified explosive coreload value of 70 gr/ft, the weight of the
copper sheath per length is 0.049 lb/ft. The extrapolated value is on the same scale as the value of
a 100 gr/ft explosive coreload.

Figure 12
Weight of Copper-Sheath versus Explosive Coreload

Upon finding the weight of the copper sheath per length, the 2D cross-sectional areas of
the copper sheath and HMX coreload are calculated using their respective densities. For HMX,
the 70 gr/ft coreload corresponds to 0.01 lb/ft, and when divided by the respective density of
0.069 lb/in3, the cross-sectional area is calculated to be 0.0121 in2.15 For the copper, the 0.049
lb/ft is divided by the respective density of 0.322 lb/in3, and the cross-sectional area is calculated
to be 0.0127 in2.15
After calculating the overall base and height dimensions and the 2D cross-sectional areas,
two quantities are needed to complete the LSC design: copper sheath thickness, w, and angle
offset of the LSC, θ, as seen in Figure 13. In order to find the copper sheath thickness and angle
17

offset of the LSC, Equations (3-1) and (3-2) are derived and need to be solved. Equation (3-1)
finds the total area of a rectangle with the overall LSC base and height dimensions by including
the 2D cross-sectional areas of the copper sheath, HMX coreload and the area outside the LSC
that is within the rectangle. Equation (3-5) finds the total 2D cross-sectional area of the HMX
coreload by finding the area of a rectangle with base and height dimensions of the inner chevron
of the LSC and subtracting the area outside the inner chevron that is within the rectangle. Each of
the equations can be seen below:
(3-1)
and
–

–

–

(3-2)

where:
ACopper =

2D cross-sectional area of the copper, in2,

AHMX

=

2D cross-sectional area of the HMX, in2,

Xo

=

half of the overall base, in.,

Yo

=

Xi

=

Yi

=

S

=

, in.,
–

, in.,
, in.,
, in.

Equations (3-4) and (3-5) were formed with three assumptions. First, the 2D cross-section of the
LSC is axisymmetric. Second, the copper sheath and HMX coreload have the same angle offset.
Third, the LSC has a constant copper sheath thickness, except in the corners. Once the
equationsare solved, the copper thickness and angle offset are found to be 0.0174 inches and
39.305° respectively.
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θ

Figure 13
Linear Shaped Charge Design Nomenclature

With the known overall base and height of the LSC, copper sheath thickness and angle
offset, the LSC is designed using the CAD program Solidworks and an 3D ET drawing of a
copper sheath Jetcord, as seen in Figure 14, for some general LSC configuration comparison. The
final LSC design can be seen in Figure 15 and Figure 16. Figure 15 shows the outer dimensions
and Figure 16 shows the inner dimensions.

Figure 14
Copper Sheathed Jetcord Drawing1
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Figure 15
Outer Dimensions of a 70 gr/ft LSC with Copper Sheath, inches.

Figure 16
Inner Dimensions of a 70 gr/ft LSC with Copper Sheath, inches.
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LSC Separation Mechanism Design
Before designing the other LSC separation mechanism components, target and two
holders, the LSC stand-off distance, SD, from the target needs to be calculated. Using coreloads
and corresponding optimum SD listed for a copper sheathed Jetcord, Figure 17 was generated
from Jetcord data in Table A-2. Listed SDs, according to Jetcord data, are stated to be for
coreloads of RDX and PETN, pentaerithrytoltetranitrate, but since HMX is a byproduct of RDX
and has the same elemental composition of RDX, HMX is applicable.1 Shown in Figure 17 is a
curve fit equation for the optimum SD of a copper sheathed LSC as a function of explosive
coreload. Using the specified explosive coreload value of 70 gr/ft, the optimum SD for a copper
sheathed LSC is 0.157 in. The value is comparable to the value of a 100 gr/ft explosive coreload.

Figure 17
Copper Sheathed Stand-off Distance

From the stand-off distance, the target and holders are designed using provided target
dimensions and estimated dimensions from a MSFC provided LSC separation mechanism
schematic. Figure 18 shows the dimensions of the target in relation to the LSC. Each of the
target’s vertical ends have fixed, fixed boundary conditions.
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Figure 18
Target Dimensions, inches.

Figure 19 shows the dimensions of the rubber holder in relation to the LSC and target.
The rubber holder has two circular extruded cuts so that some of the explosion energy can be
absorbed and decrease shock wave damage to nearby avionics and parachutes. Also, there is an
extruded cut below the LSC so that the penetration jet is focused vertically downward. The rubber
holder also will have a vacuum seal against the target to prevent moisture accumulation. Moisture
has been shown to negatively affect LSC performance.16

Figure 19
Rubber Holder Dimensions, inches
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Lastly, Figure 20 shows the dimensions of the Al 2219-T87 holder in relation to the LSC,
rubber holder, and target. As stated earlier, the Al 2219-T87 holder is only attached to the target
at the far right so as the LSC explodes, there is partial confinement of high velocity debris in the
form of rubber, copper fragments, and explosive byproducts.

Figure 20
Al 2219-T87 Holder Dimensions, inches
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CHAPTER IV
MODELING METHODOLOGY USING AUTODYN

Autodyn
Over the years, as computer performance capabilities have increased, numerical methods
have become more cost and time efficient. The need to run possible life threatening and
expensive experimental studies has decreased. Numerical methods can provide insight into
complex phenomena that can augment or minimize traditional experimental studies. For these
reasons, this thesis will utilize the hydrocode Autodyn to run each of the LSC separation
mechanism’s numerical simulations.
Hydrocodes generally refer to computer programs that are used to study the dynamic
response of material and structures to impact, penetration, blast and explosion events.7 Autodyn
version 11 is a 2D and 3D code designed specifically for transient, non-linear dynamics that is
based on finite difference, finite volume, and finite element techniques that use both grid based
and mesh free numerical methods. Currently, Autodyn has the following methods available:
Lagrange, Shell, Arbitrary Lagrange Eulerian, Euler, and Smooth Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH).
These methods are based on classical continuum mechanics that describe the dynamics of a
continuous media with conservation of mass, momentum, and energy differential equations from
a macroscopic point of view.17 Also, Autodyn contains an extensive material library of models
that will be utilized in this thesis.
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Classical Numerical Methods and SPH
The two classical numerical simulation methods are Eulerian and Lagrangian. The
Eulerian method is a finite difference method that provides a spatial description. The Lagrangian
method is finite element method that provides a material description. Lagrangian methods use a
grid-based system that is fixed to or attached to the material throughout the computation process.
Mass, momentum, and energy are transported with the movement of each cell/grid. Thus, as the
material deforms, the mesh deforms accordingly. Unlike the Lagrangian method, a Eulerian
numerical grid is fixed in space, and the simulated material moves through the fixed control
volume. Control volumes in the Eulerian method do not deform during the computation process.
Since the material moves across the cells, the flux of mass, momentum and energy across cells
are simulated to compute the distributions of mass, velocity and energy.18 A comparison and
features of Eulerian and Lagrangian methods is presented in Table 1.

Table 1
Comparisons of Lagrangian and Eulerian Methods18
Lagrangian methods
Attached on the moving
material

Grid

Eulerian methods
Fixed in the space

Track

Movement of any point
on materials

Mass, momentum, and energy flux
across grid nodes and mesh cell
boundary

Time History

Easy to obtain timehistory data at a point
attached on materials

Difficult to obtain time-history data at
a point attached on materials

Moving boundary
and interface

Easy to track

Difficult to track

Irregular geometry

Easy to model

Difficult to model with good accuracy

Large deformation

Difficult to model

Easy to model

Difficulties and limitations become evident with grid-based methods when simulating the
hydrodynamic phenomena of an explosion and hypervelocity impact. The problems that arise
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from these phenomenons are large deformations, large inhomogeneities, moving material
interfaces, shock wave propagations, deformable boundaries, and free surfaces.17 These problems
helped lead to the development of the mesh free and particle method, SPH; Autodyn’s SPH
capability was employed for this thesis.
SPH was originally developed for modeling astrophysical phenomena, but later extended
for applications in continuum solid and fluid mechanics. With SPH being meshless, there is a set
of arbitrarily distributed nodes instead of the traditional pre-defined mesh/grid. In SPH, a set of
finite number of discrete particles represent the state of a system and record the movement of the
system. One particle can either represent one discrete physical object or part of the physical
object, with each particle possessing its own set of variables such as mass, momentum, energy,
and position that are related to the specific problem. Particle sizes can range from the nano scale
to the astronomical scale. SPH is an inherently Lagrangian method, in the sense that the particles
represent the physical system moving in a Lagrangian mesh that react to internal interactions and
external forces.18
For the Lagrangian and Eulerian method, there is an assumed connectivity between nodes
to construct spatial derivatives. SPH uses a kernel approximation that has randomly distributed
interpolation points, with no assumptions about which points are neighbors, to calculate spatial
derivatives.19 Figure 21 shows a continuum representing a set of interacting particles to illustrate
the kernel approximation. Particle “I” interacts with particles “J” that are within a given assumed
distance of 2h, where h is the smoothing length. All interactions are weighted by a smoothing (or
kernel) function, and the usual choice for this function in hydrocodes is the cubic B-spline kernel.
From this principal, the value of the continuous function, or its derivative, can be estimated at any
particle “I” based on known values of surrounding particles “J” using kernel estimates. The
kernel approximation’s derivation and formation of the continuous function are beyond the scope
of this thesis and will not be shown.18 Kernel approximations are only developed for particles
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within a radius of 2h of the particle under consideration for computational efficiency. In order to
have an efficient SPH method, the algorithm used for finding neighboring particles is a critical
step.19 If the smoothing length is taken to be too small, there may not be enough particles within
the radius to exert forces on the particle, and thus yields low accuracy. On the other hand, if taken
too large, details of the particle and local properties may be smoothed out, and also yield low
accuracy. Thus, in order to have an adaptive, accurate and more applicable SPH method that can
model the large deformations and explosions that occur during an LSC separation mechanism’s
explosion and penetration process, an effective and robust smoothing length model is vital.19

Figure 21
Neighboring Particles of a Kernel Approximation19

A concern of hydrocode modeling is the development of a numerically discontinuous
jump of a shock event because of the possible introduction of instabilities in the discretized
representation. These instabilities are overcome by introducing a purely artificial dissipative
mechanism, called artificial viscosity. The artificial viscosity spreads the shock wave over several
particles. This numerical solution is applied only during material compression. Even though its
artificial, it actually represents a small-scale physical process. The actually physical compression
process during a shock occurs on a scale smaller than one SPH particle and the computation of
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the shock cannot be resolved over one particle. Using this technique, shocks have a finite
thickness and rise time and are now better described numerically.19

General SPH Implementation Process
Shown in Figure 22 are the basic SPH steps for each calculation cycle that are
implemented in Autodyn-2D. This calculation cycle is similar to that of the Lagrangian method,
except where the kernel approximation is used. Throughout the cycle, the conservation equations
of mass, momentum, and energy are used to describe each particle. Each of the equations are
below in their respective order:
,

(4-1)
(4-2)

and
(4-3)
where:
ρ

=

density,

t

=

time,

v

=

velocity vector,

x

=

displacement vector,

α

=

subscript, 1,2,3,

β

=

subscript, 1,2,3,

σ

=

stress vector,

E

=

internal energy.

Errors can occur within the calculations and thus prevent the absolute conservation of mass,
momentum and energy. This in turn results in the sums of mass, volume, energy, and momentum
being elevated for the next cycle. The SPH feature in Autodyn has a default energy error of 5%
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and once this value is exceeded all calculations are terminated. This percentage can be increased
or decreased depending upon the desired accuracy.20 Along with the conservation equations are
the material models, which include the equation of state (EOS), strength model, and failure
criteria. The EOS is used to relate pressure, density, and internal energy. The constitutive model
relates stress to strain, strain rate, and temperature. In some cases, material models have failure
criteria to determine whether the material fails.21 Each of the material models used in this thesis
will be discussed in greater detail in a later section.

Figure 22
SPH Computation Cycle19

Particle forces are calculated from spatial derivatives of stress, and strain rates are
calculated from the spatial derivatives of velocity, with each calculation requiring the kernel
approximation. During the SPH cycle, the particles are sorted at least once in order to locate
current neighboring particles. If a variable smoothing technique is used, the smoothing length is
updated twice a cycle. As an aside, Figure 22 does not include all of the capabilities that
Autodyn-2D incorporates but just provides a general overview.
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Autodyn Set-up Procedure for a Simulation
In order to set-up the LSC separation mechanism for simulation in Autodyn, there is a
seven step procedure that needs to be followed, with each being detailed below:

1.

New Project
The New Project tab is selected on the toolbar. The symmetry options that are chosen are
2D and axial, and the units are chosen to be millimeters, milligrams and milliseconds.

2.

Materials Selection
The Materials tab on the navigation bar is selected. Materials can either be retrieved from
the materials library by pressing Load or created by selecting New. Each material is
comprised of some combination of an EOS, Strength Model, Failure Model, and Erosion
model. For this thesis, the copper, Al 2219-T87, HMX, and polyrubber materials were
loaded from the library. Each of the material’s models will be discussed in greater detail
in the next section.

3.

Boundary Definition
Boundary definitions are created by selecting the New tab under Boundaries. Since
the target has a fixed, fixed boundary condition on each vertical end, the General 2D
Velocity sub option is chosen, with zero being input as the constant in the x- and ydirections.

4.

Parts Creation
First, New is selected under Parts, and the model name and solver type are selected. The
solver type chosen is SPH. Geometry (zoning) is then selected to create each LSC
separation mechanism component. The 2D option in Autodyn only allows the user to
input individual boundary points or arcs of a component. Once the components have been
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defined, the boundary condition is then applied to the target by highlighting the desired
area. Lastly, the Pack (Fill) tab is selected, which is where each component is filled with
SPH particles. When selecting each component, the user selects a fill material, particle
size, either to edge pack or not, packing type, and seed point. Each component is then
filled with the appropriate material. The LSC components were specified to have a
particle size of 0.04 mm, while the target and two holders were specified to have a
particle size of 0.08 mm. No edge packing was chosen since there is no SPH to
Lagrangian interaction. Each component was packed using the rectangular option at the
Autodyn defined center of each component.

5.

Detonation
The detonation point placement is chosen arbitrarily to be two-thirds the distance up from
the lower inner apex to the upper inner apex. The detonation point can be seen in Figure
23.

Inner Apex
distance

Detonation
Point

Figure 23
Detonation Point
6.

Controls
Under the Wrap-up Criteria section, the simulation’s time limit is set for two milliseconds
and all defaults remaining the same, which includes the five percent energy error.

7.

Output
Cycles were chosen arbitrarily to be saved every 5.00E-5 milliseconds.
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There are a few notes to be made about this procedure. The International System of
Units, more specifically milliunits, were chosen to provide better simulation resolution and, also,
due to the short separation explosion process duration. The two SPH options that can affect the
simulation results the most are the particle size and packing type. Decreasing the particle size
gives better resolution but increases the computation time, so the tradeoff is between accuracy
and timely results. LSC components were given a smaller particles sizes to give the LSC better
resolution while the target and two holders were given a larger size to decrease computation time
of the simulations. The chosen sizes are a compromise between the two tradeoffs. Also, the
packing type will affect the results because of the spherical way shock waves travel from an
explosion. Autodyn offers the option to pack the particles either rectangular or concentric. Even
though the explosion travels spherically, the rectangular packing option was chosen because of
the mostly non-spherical geometry of the LSC separation mechanism. Also, the detonation point
placement can affect the explosion process, but was not considered to be an important factor since
the chosen burn path of the explosive is direct; the detonation paths are computed along a straight
line from the detonation point to each explosive particle’s center and that no obstacles are in the
path. Detonation of an explosive in Autodyn is achieved by the burn on time method: a fraction
of the explosive energy is inserted at the detonation point at the arrival of the detonation wave
and the explosive is assumed to be completely detonated and converted into explosive products.20

Material Models
In order to simulate the dynamic response of the LSC separation mechanism’s
components during the explosion and penetration process, material models are needed. In
Autodyn, model representation is done by separating the stress tensor into a hydrostatic pressure
and a deviatoric stress. For a hydrostatic stress, all three normal stresses are equal and relate
density, pressure and internal energy to form the EOS model that represents the volumetric
changes of a material subjected to a load. An EOS is critical in representing the early stages of
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impact, when the deviatoric stresses are small compared to the pressures involved. Deviatoric
stresses on the other hand describe the material’s resistance to shear through the use of a strength
model. Strength models thus correlate stress to strain, strain rate, and temperature. After a
material’s initial elastic response from extreme shock loads, the stress state exceeds the yield
stress and starts deforming plastically. This non-linear elastic-plastic response is represented by
the strength model. Strength models are important for modeling the late stages of penetration
when material strength determines the final shape and characteristics of the target, jet and slug.
Materials also need a failure model because material cannot withstand tensile or compressive
stresses exceeding their limits. Failure models define the onset of fractures which can be
determined by a critical variable. Each of the material models chosen for this thesis is discussed
below.

Aluminum 2219-T87
For the material Al 2219-T87, the models used to represent it are the Shock EOS and
Johnson Cook strength model. When a material is stressed beyond its elastic limit by a pressure
distribution, shock waves occur. A shock refers to the discontinuity across a shock front where
the particle velocity, density, internal energy, and pressure suddenly change across the shock
front. For the shock EOS, the pressure is a function of density and internal energy and is
described by the Mie-Grüneisen equation20, shown below:
(4-4)
where:
P

=

pressure,

ρ

=

density,

γ

=

Grüneisen coefficient,

e

=

specific internal energy,

Po

=

initial pressure.
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In order to solve the shock EOS, it needs to be solved in conjunction with using a system of
equations that involve the conservations equations and also the Hugoniot equation:
(4-5)
where:
U

=

shock velocity,

C1

=

sound velocity at zero pressure,

S1

=

slope in a plot of shock velocity versus particle velocity,

μ

=

particle velocity.

For materials that will be subjected to large strain, strain rates, and high temperatures that
result from high velocity impact and explosive detonation, which are present in this thesis, the
Johnson-Cook model usually represents strength behavior, with the equation being shown below:
(4-6)
where:
Y

=

yield stress,

A

=

initial yield stress,

B

=

hardening constant,

ε

=

effective plastic strain,

n

=

hardening exponent,

C

=

strain rate constant,

εdot

=

effective plastic strain rate,

εdot_0

=

reference effective plastic strain rate,

T

=

temperature,

Tr

=

room temperature,

Tm

=

melting temperature,

m

=

thermal softening exponent.
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The Johnson-Cook equation is semi-empirical and the influences of strain hardening (first terms)
strain rate (second term) and temperature (third term) are decoupled from each other and thus
affect the yield stress independently. This model has been extensively used for modeling and
simulation studies. Each of the models’ parameters can be seen in Table 2.22
Table 2
Al 2219-T87 EOS and Strength Model
Equation of State: Shock

Strength: Johnson Cook

Density

2.840E+00 g/cm^3

Shear Modulus

2.76E+07 kPa

Gruneisen Coefficient

2.000E+00

Yield Stress

3.50E+05 kPa

Parameter C1

5.328E+03 m/s

Hardening Constant

4.26E+05 kPa

Parameter S1

1.338E+00

Hardening Exponent

3.40E-01

Ref. Temperature

3.000E+02 K

Strain Rate Constant

1.50E-02

Specific Heat

8.750E+02 J/kg*K

Thermal Softening Exponent

1.00E+00

Melting Temperature

7.75E+02 K

Ref. Strain Rate

1.00E+00

Strain Rate Correction

none

Copper
For the material copper, the models used to represent it are the Shock EOS and Steinberg
Guinan strength model. Early theories of jet formation ignored the strength effects because the
pressures at the apex point are much higher than the material strength of the liner. However,
studies showed that when strength effects are neglected, the jet tip velocities are over-predicted
and the inclusion of strength predicts values closer to experimental findings.17 The Steinberg
Guinan strength model was developed for high strain rates and high pressures and thus is
applicable for this thesis.20 The model is expressed in terms shear modulus and yield stress:
,
Y

(4-7)
(4-8)

and
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(4-9)
where:
G

=

shear modulus,

Go

=

initial shear modulus,

=

derivative of initial shear modulus with respect to pressure,

η

=

Vo/V,

Vo

=

initial specific volume,

V

=

specific volume,

=

derivative of initial shear modulus with respect to temperature,

=

initial yield stress,

=

derivative of initial yield stress with respect to pressure,

β

=

hardening constant,

Ymax

=

maximum yield stress.

Yo

Each of the models’ parameters can be seen in Table 3.22

Table 3
Copper EOS and Strength Model
Equation of State: Shock

Strength: Steinberg Guinan

Density

8.900E+00 g/cm^3

Shear Modulus

4.77E+07 kPa

Grueisen Coefficient

1.990E+00

Yield Stress (zero plastic strain)

1.25E+05 kPa

Parameter C1

3.940E+03 m/s

Maximum Yield Stess

6.40E+05 kPa

Parameter S1

1.489E+00

Hardening Constant

3.60E+01

Ref. Temperature

2.950E+02 K

Hardening Exponent

4.50E-01

Specific Heat

3.850E+02 J/kg*K

Melting Temperature

1.79E+03 K

Polyrubber
For the material rubber, there exist no specialized rubber models in Autodyn, so the
shock EOS is used. Also, the polyrubber has a hydrodynamic tensile failure model. For the failure
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model a constant hydrodynamic tensile limit is specified. Once the hydrodynamic pressure falls
below the limit, bulk failure is assumed to have occurred. When failure occurs, the hydrostatic
pressure is set to zero and the internal energy is recalculated. After recalculation, the material is
assumed to have rehealed and negative pressures can occur in the next cycle but limited by the
criterion. This criterion allows calculation to proceed with tensile waves still propagating
throughout the LSC separation mechanism. This model avoids catastrophic failure and has
grossly unrealistic solutions occurring but that is because of its simplistic nature. With that in
mind, the results of the polyrubber only provide a rough approximation to reality and detailed
conclusions should be avoided.20 Each of the models’ parameters can be seen in Table 4.22

Table 4
Polyrubber EOS and Failure Model
Equation of State: Shock

Failure: Hydro (Pmin)

Density

1.023E+00 g/cm^3

Hydro Tensile Limit

-1.00E+06 kPa

Grueisen Coefficient

9.000E-01

Reheal

Yes

Parameter C1

8.540E+03 m/s

Crack Softening

No

Parameter S1

1.865E+00

Stochastic failure

No

HMX
High explosives are modeled using an EOS and for the explosive HMX, the widely used
Jones-Wilkins-Lee (JWL) model is utilized. This model assumes that there is instantaneous
release of the chemical energy. Once detonated, the shock and reaction zone are collapsed to a
single jump discontinuity, which propagates through the explosive at a constant velocity, D,
known as the explosive detonation velocity. As the detonation wave front passes through the
HMX, chemical energy is released and the JWL EOS becomes that of the HMX.20 The empirical
JWL EOS is shown below:
(4-10)
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where:
A

=

empirical constant,

ω

=

Gruneisen coefficient,

R1

=

empirical constant,

V

=

ρo/ρ,

ρo

=

initial density,

ρ

=

density,

B

=

empirical constant

R2

=

empirical constant

E

=

detonation energy per unit volume

The parameters for this empirical EOS model is shown in Table 5.22

Table 5
HMX EOS
Equation of State: JWL
Density

1.8910E+00 g/cm^3

Parameter A

7.7828E+08 kPa

Parameter B

7.0714E+06 kPa

Parameter R1

4.2000E+00

Parameter R2

1.0000E+00

Parameter ω

3.0000E-01

C-J Detonation Velocity

9.1100E+03 m/s

C-J Energy/Unit Volume

1.0500E+07 kJ/m^3

C-J Pressure

4.2000E+07 kPa
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CHAPTER V
SIMULATION RESULTS

LSC Simulation
For the first numerical simulation study, the 2D LSC explosion process will be examined.
This simulation study, and the other two as well, will be conducted on Autodyn using an
computer processor with a speed of 3.51 GHz and a RAM of 4096 MB. Using Autodyn’s SPH
numerical method, the HMX explosive coreload was packed with 4,896 particles, with each
having a diameter of 0.04 mm. The copper sheath was packed with 5,059 particles of the same
diameter. It is recommended that when modeling thin layers, such as the 0.442 mm sheath
thickness found in Chapter III and modeled here, that the layer be at least five particles deep to
achieve reliable resolution. With the particle size used, the sheath thickness consists of at least 11
particles. The total computer runtime of the LSC simulation was 20 minutes and the actually
explosion runtime was 4.854 μs. Sequential screenshots of the LSC explosion provided in Figure
24 and Figure 25 are with the left column of frames showing the HMX and copper location in
each frame and right column of frames showing the absolute velocity distribution of the LSC. For
clarification, in the material location frames, the green and red colors denote the HMX and
copper respectively. In the absolute velocity distribution frames, the velocity scale’s values
increase upward.
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Material Location

Absolute Velocity Distribution

Frame Set 1

t = 0.1018 μs
Frame Set 2

t = 0.4015 μs
Frame Set 3

t = 0.803 μs
Figure 24
LSC Frame Sets (a)
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Material Location

Absolute Velocity Distribution

Frame Set 4

t = 1.702 μs
Frame Set 5

t = 3.502 μs
Frame Set 6

t = 4.854 μs
Figure 25
LSC Frame Sets (b)
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In Frame Set 1, the detonation wave has reached the copper sheath at 0.1018 μs. The
outer wall of the copper sheath has yet to start deforming, but the inner wall near the wave begins
to deform because of the high pressures from the shock waves. In Frame Set 2, most of the sheath
has begun to collapse and expand. The detonation wave has almost entirely consumed the
explosive. It can also be seen that the detonation waves conform to the chevron cross section
geometry and rarefaction waves are seen reflecting of the upper sheath surface. The high velocity
jet tip is formed in Frame Set 3. This formation begins at 0.8030 and the tip velocity is 1.791
km/s. The HMX has been totally consumed by the detonation wave now and a rarefaction wave is
being reflected.
Right after the jet tip formation, there are fractures in the liner portion of the sheath, as
seen in Frame Set 4, and the jet appears to have wings now, with the tip velocity at 1.962 km/s.
The liner portion of the sheath has now started to collapse faster, and the outer portion of the
sheath has begun to mushroom out. In Frame Set 5, the sheath has fragmented even more. There
is now a noticeable separation of the liner into slug and jet partitions. These partitions are similar
to those shown in Figure 5. The velocity distribution over the jet and slug can be seen with the jet
tip at 1.902 km/s and the slug tail at 581.0 km/s. With the decrease in jet tip velocity, the jet’s
effectiveness has begun to decrease.
The explosion process, so far, is in agreement with other numerical simulation studies. In
Liu and Liu, the simulation performed is of a conical shaped charge.18 Even though the 3D
configuration is different from an LSC, the 2D cross section geometry appears the same. There
are similarities between the liner convergence, outer sheath mushrooming, and jet formation. The
explosive process’s total time is the same order of magnitude. In the work done by Mallery and
Kozlowski, their modeled LSC explosion produces a similar explosion and jet configuration.16
After 4.854 μs, Frame Set 6, the wings converged to the jet and slug. The jet also
elongated more due to its velocity gradient. With this elongation, the jet and slug fractures and
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forms particulates to the point of ineffectiveness. If the simulation was allowed to continue
beyond 4.854 μs, the elongated jet would appear similar to the flash radiograph jets presented by
Zukas.15

LSC and Target Simulation
The next simulation performed is the LSC impacting the target, and it will focus on the
penetration process mentioned in Chapter II. The explosive coreload and sheath are packed with
the same material and particles sizes. The target, as mentioned earlier, is packed with a particle
size of 0.08 mm that results in 110,097 particles generated. The total computer runtime of the
simulation was 13.75 hours, and the actual simulation runtime was 25.95 μs. Sequential
screenshots of the LSC penetrating the target are provided in Figure 26 and Figure 27 with the
first frame set at the initial jet and target contact. For clarification, in the material location frames,
the HMX and copper colors remain the same, and the Al 2219-T87 is represented by dark blue.
Impact from the jet occurs shortly after 3.701 μs at approximately 1.912 km/s. The
detonation wave’s propagation inside the LSC can be seen in Frame Set 1. Figure 28 provides a
more detailed view of the jet and slug prior to impact. At this point, the wings almost completely
converged to the centerline. A majority of the slug is traveling 0.765 km/s. The overall length and
diameter of the jet and slug mass is 4.5 mm and 0.8 mm respectively, with jet and slug having an
L/D of approximately 5.6. At the impact point, the pressure is found to be approximately 4.00
GPa. This impact pressure is within the range of possible expected pressures for this particular
impact velocity.7 Frame Set 1 represents the transient stage of the penetration process.
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Material Location

Absolute Velocity Distribution

Frame Set 1

t = 3.701 μs
Frame Set 2

t = 4.951 μs
Frame Set 3

t = 8.301 μs
Figure 26
LSC and Target Penetration Frame Sets (a)
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Material Location

Absolute Velocity Distribution

Frame Set 4

t = 13.15 μs
Frame Set 5

t = 19.00 μs
Frame Set 6

t = 25.95 μs
Figure 27
LSC and Target Penetration Frame Sets (b)
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Material Location

Absolute Velocity Distribution
Figure 28
Jet Impact Prior to Impact, LSC and Target Simulation
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After the jet is about a quarter of the way through the target at 4.951μs, the jet’s velocity
decreased to approximately 1.68 km/s. Jet erosion is also noticeable along the cavity’s wall, and
there is a lateral and longitudinal displacement of target and jet material. The pressure at the jet
and target contact surface decreased to 2.2 GPa. Frontal target surface petalling and cavity
enlargement can also be seen. Frame Set 2 is the beginning of the steady-state penetration stage
of the penetration process.
The cavity caused by the jet is halfway through the target after 8.301 μs, as seen in Frame
Set 3, with a jet and target contact pressure of approximately 1.00 GPa. There is still jet and target
displacement and erosion present. Petalling and cavity enlargement continues in Frame Set 3. A
bulge on the back surface of the target is present now, and the associated velocity changes. These
velocity changes represent possible shear bands that can lead to failure. Frame Set 3 represents
the ending of the steady-state penetration stage with the presence of the bulge of back surface of
the target and the beginning of the cavitation stage.
Once the jet is three-quarters of the way through the target after 13.15 μs, Frame Set 4,
there is a noticeable conical plug forming that has fractures and the associated shear bands. The
contact pressure has decreased to 0.50 MPa. Frame Set 4 is the continuation of the cavitation
stage of the penetration process. After a total of 19.00 μs, the jet tip has emerged from the target,
and there is a detached conical plug ahead of the jet tip that has fragmented. The jet appears to
have mushroomed during Frames Set 4 and 5. At perforation, the jet has been slowed to 0.588
km/s and the detached conical plug at 0.441 km/s. Contact pressure between the jet and target is
now at 0.35 MPa. Frame Set 5 represents the transition the recovery stage, where the response of
the target is an ejection of a conical plug. Seven microseconds after the jet tip emerged from the
target, the entire penetrating mass has perforated the target with the contact pressure at 0.30 MPa
and the conical plug has fractured even further.
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Upon closer examination of the severed target section, the cutting width of the jet is
found to be 1.6 mm wide, as seen in Figure 29, which is twice as wide as the impacting diameter.
The wider width is common for jet penetrations and perforations. This increase is due the erosion
of the target and jet and ductile cavity enlargement as penetration occurred. The detached conical
plug, which has fragmented as a result of the rapid deposit of energy into the target, is 5.3 mm
wide at the base.

Figure 29
Cutting Width, LSC and Target Simulation
Figure 29 also reveals more about the fracturing of the target, in regards to shear bands
and possible tensile instability. These shear bands helped lead to the fracturing and, eventually,
the failure of the target. Tensile instability arises because of the use of strength models in SPH.
This instability is due to the fact that the particles are under a tensile stress state. The cubic Bspline method used for the smoothing function in SPH is stable under a compression state but can
become unstable in a tensile state.18 From this instability, particle clumping can occur or complete
computation blowup, which is where the entire system becomes unstable and there is no found
connectivity between the particles through the kernel approximation. Figure 30 provides a better
view of the fractured area under review.
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Figure 30
Failure Mechanism and Tensile Instability, LSC and Target Simulation

This LSC and target study has shown severance of the target can occur with a copper
sheathed LSC that has an explosive coreload of 70 gr/ft. Present in the results were the stages of
the penetration process and their features. The cutting and failure of target produced an
axisymmetric conical plug that has fragmented. The severed target showed signs of petalling on
the frontal surface and ductile hole enlargement of the cavity produced from the penetrating jet
and slug.

LSC Separation Mechanism Simulation
The last simulation performed is of the entire LSC separation mechanism’s explosion,
penetration, and perforation process. The explosive coreload, sheath, and target were packed with
the same material and particles sizes as the previous study. The rubber and aluminum holders, as
mentioned earlier, are packed with a particle size of 0.08 mm that results in 80,520 and 101,146
particles generated respectively. The total computer runtime of the simulation was 51 hours, and
the actual simulation runtime was 39 μs. Sequential screenshots of the explosion and penetration
are provided in Figure 31, Figure 32, and Figure 33. For clarification, in the material location
frames, the HMX, copper, and Al 2219-T87 colors remain the same and the rubber is represented
by the color teal.
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Material Location
Frame Set 1

Absolute Velocity Distribution

t = 0.252 μs
Frame Set 2

t = 0.803 μs
Frame Set 3

t = 1.653 μs
Frame Set 4

t = 2.203 μs

Figure 31
LSC Separation Mechanism Frame Set (a)
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Material Location
Frame Set 5

Absolute Velocity Distribution

t = 3.701 μs
Frame Set 6

t = 5.050 μs
Frame Set 7

t = 7.700 μs
Frame Set 8

t = 13.100 μs
Figure 32
LSC Separation Mechanism Frame Set (b)
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Material Location
Frame Set 9

Absolute Velocity Distribution

t = 21.500 μs
Frame Set 10

t = 25.110 μs
Frame Set 11

t = 29.300 μs
Frame Set 12

t = 39.050 μs
Figure 33
LSC Separation Mechanism Frame Set (c)
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Material Location

Absolute Velocity Distribution
Figure 34
Jet Impact Prior to Impact, LSC Separation Mechanism
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The explosion process prior to jet impact, Frame Sets 1 through 5, is comparable to the
first simulation of the LSC exploding. The addition of the rubber holder confines the LSC’s
fragments and radial dispersion pattern. Frame Sets 3 and 4 clearly show the shock wave
traveling through the rubber holder and rarefaction waves inside the exploded LSC. Frame Set 3
also shows when the liner is separated from the sheath, which is at 1.653 μs, and this separation
time is comparable to that found in the first study at 1.702 μs. Also, jet velocities are similar, with
the jet’s velocity being 1.939 km/s.
Frame Set 5 shows the jet just prior to impact at 3.701 μs, which is the same impact time
found in the second study. The shock wave in the rubber holder has dispersed even more radially
from the detonation point. Figure 34 provides a closer examination of the jet and slug prior to
impact. The overall length and diameter is 4.8 mm and 0.75 mm respectively, for an L/D ratio of
approximately 6.4. In this simulation, the wings have converged to the centerline quicker and the
jet and slug have elongated more than previously found. However, the velocity of the slug and jet
are slightly lower. These differences are due to the fact that liner separation from the sheath
occurred 0.05 μs quicker than the second simulation where the two holders are not present.
After 5.050 μs, Frame Set 6, the shock wave has reached the extruded holes in the rubber.
Rubber material is then being forced under the aluminum holder’s openings after 7.700 μs and
rarefaction waves are being reflected off the aluminum holder’s interior surface. There are also
noticeable shear bands forming ahead of the jet in the target and petalling on the frontal surface.
Starting at 13.100 μs, the HMX material was deleted from the simulation. This was done to
decrease the computer simulation runtime. Also, at this time, the aluminum holder has started
deforming because the explosion increased the pressure imparted on the holder. There is a bulge
present on the back face of the target, with a similar shearing pattern appearing as in Figure 27
Frame Set 4, except this simulations shearing pattern is more dispersed.
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In Frame Sets 9 and 10, the jet continues shear portions of the target in the form of a
conical plug and fragmentation of the plug is also occurring. The aluminum holder also continues
to deform. After 29.300 μs, the conical plug detached and the jet tip has emerged from the cavity
traveling at 0.391 km/s. This penetration time is an increase of 10 μs from the previous study’s
findings and a decrease in exit velocity. The jet and slug have completely perforated the target
after 39 μs and the conical plug has fragmented into several parts. During this frame, the
aluminum has also started to fracture in several locations.
The cutting width of this jet on the target is approximately 1.5 mm, as seen in Figure 35,
which is also twice as wide as the impacting diameter and common for jet and slug penetrations.
This increase is also due to target and jet erosion and ductile hole enlargement. The detached
target section is 5.0 mm wide. Figure 36 shows the detached target portion and the possible shear
bands and tensile instability present.

Figure 35
Cutting Width, LSC Separation Mechanism
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Figure 36
Failure Mechanism and Tensile Instability, LSC Separation Mechanism

This study has verified that the designed LSC separation mechanism is capable and
sufficient to fully sever the Frustum and Forward Skirt Extension to complete stage one
separation. The fragmented debris from this perforation on the back of the target consisting of
target and jet material traveling at approximately 0.5 km/s. The failure in the target is not
axisymmetric. This is due to the aluminum holder not being symmetrical. If this simulation was
allowed to continue beyond 39 μs, the aluminum holder could fracture off from the mechanism
and generate external debris that could impact the first stage.
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CHAPTER VI
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Throughout aerospace history, the LSC explosive mechanism has been used extensively
to make circumferential cuts for stage and fairing separation of rockets. These explosively loaded
metallic tubes are formed to have a chevron cross-sectional geometry, which helps focus a high
velocity cutting jet to sever a target as the explosive is detonated. The separation that occurs in a
staging event is critical for any successful flight. This critical flight hardware is being considered
for future use on NASA’s new Ares I launch vehicle. The staging event being considered to use
an LSC separation mechanism is on the first stage separation. First stage separation occurs at two
interstage locations, with the first occurring at the Frustum and second at the Forward Skirt
Extension. Each of these two locations are in close proximity to first stage recovery parachutes
and electronics.
This thesis has developed an LSC separation mechanism capable of severing the
interstage skin needed for first stage separation. Severance has been numerically verified through
the use of the SPH capability in the hydrocode Autodyn. Design of this mechanism only focused
on the feasibility of severing the required target and not on the effects of vehicle bending loads,
shock generation from the explosion, and possible generated debris damage to its surroundings.
The particular LSC used in this design was modeled after the LSC, Jetcord, manufactured by
Explosive Technology. NASA MSFC provided the necessary design information.
Before any mechanism designs and simulations were conducted, an overview of the LSC
explosion process and target penetration process were presented. The LSC explosion process
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overview covered the Munroe Effect and jet formation theories. Included in the LSC explosion
process was the importance and effectiveness of having a liner and the LSC at some optimum
standoff distance for maximum penetration. The target penetration process focused on the
different penetration stages: transient stage, steady-state penetration stage, cavitation stage, and
recovery stage. Each stage detailed the internal and external events occurring during penetration.
The types of possible failure mechanisms for impacting LSC jets that perforate targets were also
covered.
MSFC stated the LSC had to have a copper sheath and a 70 gr/ft HMX explosive core.
The target to be severed is 0.25 in. thick and made from Al 2219-T87. Data available for copper
sheathed, HMX Jetcords only went as low as 100 gr/ft, so data had to be extrapolated. This
extrapolation led to the designed LSC having an overall base and height length of 0.235 in. and
0.201 in. respectively. These values led to the finding of the angle offset of the LSC and thickness
of the sheath, 39.305° and 0.017 in. thick. From this LSC design, the required holders and target
were designed using an MSFC provided mechanism schematic. The standoff distance found for a
70 gr/ft explosive coreload was at 0.157 inches.
This thesis then overviewed the utilized hydrocode Autodyn with the Langrangian and
Eulerian numerical methods. From the overview of the Langrangian and Eulerian methods, a
need was found to use a method that could handle the explosion and impact events seen in an
LSC separation mechanism severing a target. These events led to the use of the SPH capability of
Autodyn. An overview of the SPH method, implementation process, and SPH simulation set-up
procedure was covered. Each of the used materials and corresponding models from Autodyn’s
material library were also described.
To numerically validate the designed LSC separation mechanism, three simulation
studies were performed. The first study focused on the LSC explosion process, and several
conclusions can be drawn. The simulated LSC explosion correlated to the described LSC
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explosion process overview. It was verified that the chevron cross-sectional geometry focused the
liner portion of the sheath into a high velocity jet. The jet and slug portions of the liner were
identified along with the velocity gradient they experienced that led to elongation. This
simulation was also compared to other shaped charge simulations and agreement was found.
Next, a simulation study was performed on the LSC penetrating the target. From the
designed LSC, it was found the jet impacted the target after 3.701 μs from the optimum standoff
distance. At this point, the liner has an L/D of approximately 5.6 and impacting velocity of
1.912 km/s. Severance of the target took approximately 19 μs for this L/D and impacting velocity,
and failure was axisymmetric. Upon perforation, the liner and conical plug, were traveling at
0.588 km/s and 0.441 km/s respectively. The conical plug was also fragmented into several parts.
Failure of the target can be attributed to adiabatic shearing and possibly an error that occurs in
some SPH codes, tensile instability. There was noticeable clumping of particles in some regions
of the target that could be interrupted as shear bands.
Lastly, all mechanism components were simulated together, with the addition of the
holders, to verify that severance could still occur. Some variations in this simulation’s results and
the previous results were seen. Even with the rubber holder, the impact time of the jet was still at
3.701 μs but there was a difference in the L/D and impact velocity. The found liner L/D was
larger at 6.4 but the impact velocity decreased to 1.885 km/s. These differences can be attributed
to the fact that the rubber holder constrains the sheath and forces the liner to converge faster to
the centerline. The aluminum holder does not affect the jet formation up to this point because the
explosion has not reached the holder yet. This impacting liner resulted in the target being severed
after approximately 29 μs and liner perforation at 0.391 km/s. The same failure mechanism and
possible tensile instability occurred also for this simulation, except that the conical plug was not
axisymmetric. These differences can be attributed to the inclusion of the two holders and the
mechanism’s lack of symmetry.
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Overall, results showed that a copper sheath LSC that has an HMX coreload of 70 gr/ft
can sever the required thickness of 0.25 in., but simulation results could be skewed due to tensile
instability in Autodyn’s SPH numerical method. In addition, the SPH method has been shown to
provide an efficient way of simulating the LSC separation mechanism and providing additional
details that experimental methods could not provide.

Future Work
This thesis focused primarily on the feasibility of the designed LSC separation
mechanism to sever a target and did not considered the effects this explosion would have on
nearby structures and vehicle bending loads located at the desired separation locations. The
effects of generated shock waves on nearby electronics needs to explored. Internal debris
mitigation also needs to be examined since electronics and recovery parachutes are in close
proximity. The internal debris from the simulations was traveling above 0.5 km/s and could cause
damage. Future work should also be done to identify the loads the vehicle will experience at two
first stage separation. Experienced loads could be too high for the desired target thickness and
designed mechanism to withstand.
Another area of future work could explore the possibility of tensile instability in these
results. This can be done by comparing these results to other SPH codes that have identified and
corrected the problems associated with tensile instability.
Along with the internal debris mitigation, external debris caused from the explosion
needs to be examined closer. The simulation of the LSC separation mechanism showed that
fractures were present in the aluminum holder and could possibly result in holder and other
component fragments impacting the first stage at high velocities. Since the first stage is intended
on being reused, external debris needs to be minimal.
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APPENDIX
LSC JETCORD REFERENCE DATA
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Table A-1
Jetcord Data for Base, Height, and Sheath Weight
Core Load
gr/ft
100
150
200
250
300
400
500
750
1000
1500
2000
4000

Height
in.
0.24
0.29
0.33
0.37
0.4
0.46
0.51
0.62
0.71
0.88
0.99
1.36

Base
in.
0.28
0.34
0.39
0.43
0.47
0.54
0.61
0.74
0.85
1.02
1.19
1.63

Weight
lb/ft
0.07
0.11
0.14
0.18
0.21
0.29
0.36
0.54
0.71
1.07
1.43
2.86

Table A-2
Jetcord Data for Optimum Standoff Distance
Core Load
gr/ft
100
200
500
1000
2000
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Standoff
in.
0.20
0.32
0.60
0.95
1.50

